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Part 1 
 
In the present War on Covid 19, I had stridently called for the entire country to 
put aside infantile politics, raw emotions, blinkered visions, to have faith in God 
and to rally behind Tan Sri Muyhiddin (PM), our lawfully and constitutionally 
appointed Prime Minister and his team to save lives and to secure the country. 
 
Other than the diehard, hard core and mindless supporters of Anwar, Lim Kit 
Siang (LKS) and the irrelevant Pakatan Harapan (PH) the majority of the people 
are resolutely behind the PM and his team. I assure you that is the current 
situation. Desperation and frenzy have infected the minds of the power crazy 
Anwar and LKS, an infection more deadly than Covid19.  This Anwar/LKS 
political virus (ALKS-PH-3) is deadly because this copy-cat infection will destroy 
our country and reduce our heroic citizens to zombies, if allowed this virus to 
infect and spread.  
 
The ALKS-PH-3 political virus unleashed, since late Feb, 2020, is the third 
strain of the Mother political virus ALKS-PH-1 (known commonly as 
Pakatan Rakyat). It was years in the making and took shape in the crazy 
Fizzy/Fuzzy Laboratory. The mad political scientists in the said lab, in a last 
ditch effort for mass infection, decided to mix the DNA sequence of Anwar/LKS 
with the DNA sequence Tun M in the pious hope that the combination would 
infect Malaysians permanently. The end result was the virus “ALKS-PH-2 
(Pakatan Harapan). It was packaged not as a virus but as a Manifesto and 
preceded by several sale prospectus of “impossible promises to be 
delivered”.   

 
It worked during the incubation period of approximately of three to four months 
i.e. January to April, 2018 and became full blown in May, 2018. That was when 
the Najib Kleptocrat virus (NAKLEP-CoV-1) was “eaten up” in the War of 

Viruses.  
 
If truth be told, the consequences of the ALKS-PH-2 infection was apparent to 
me and I warned Tun M that the symptoms had already surfaced just before 
May 9th, 2019 and to take precautionary measures (see my Youtube video on 
the Plot to prevent Tun M being sworn as the 7th PM). Facial mask was put on 
and Tun M seem to have survived the political infection. There was no vaccine 
available then. But, as time went, it was absolutely clear that the infection was 
spreading far and fast. ALKS-PH-2 virus was so audacious, that it fast 
forwarded and announced the Kill Shot to annihilate to May 2020 from an 
approximate date - post November (APEC) 2020 because of the misplaced 
confidence that the country had no political vaccine to effectively counter ALKS-
PH-2.  
 



Therefore, what we are seeing now is the desperate and futile attempt by 
ALKS-PH-3 virus (hastily concocted since March1, 2020 again in the 

Fizzy/Fuzzy lab), to unleash the 3rd phase of its nationwide infection by first 
infecting all the 222 Members of Parliament by requesting that Parliament 
be convened, in total defiance of the Movement Control Order (MCO) and the 
compulsory need to adhere to social distancing. Infection will also include their 
own party members to ensure slavish compliance.  
 
Anwar and LKS don’t give a damn because they are the DNA embedded in the 
ALKS-PH-3 virus. Anwar and LKS are the personifications of Evil, Darkness, 

Selfishness and Crazed Power. But, fellow citizens, we need not fear this dark 
political Evil. We have already produced and are distributing the powerful 
political vaccine - Av-ALKS-PH-3 (Anti-Vaccine for ALKS-PH-3) to immunise 
all Malaysians from this and all past strains derived from the ALKS DNA! 
This vaccine will ensure that the ALKS-PH virus cannot mutate and or 
replicate in any form or whatever guise, shape or form. In short, no more 
PM-in-Waiting/First Family-in-Waiting. 
 
Be assured that the NAKLEP-CoV-1 virus cannot also mutate or replicate! 
The adjudication on that evil infection before Allah has already 
commenced! HE will decide on the solution and vaccine to be 
administered to save all of us. In the meantime, have FAITH. Ameen. 
 
PART 2 coming soon. 
 
God bless.  
 
    
 
   
       


